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In this dissertation, new algorithms are developed for hyperspectral imaging
analysis enhancement. Tensor data format is applied in hyperspectral dataset sparse and
low-rank decomposition, which could enhance the classification and detection
performance. And multi-view learning technique is applied in hyperspectral imaging
clustering. Furthermore, kernel version is introduced, which could improve clustering
performance.
Most of low-rank and sparse decomposition algorithms are based on matrix data
format for HSI analysis. As HSI contains high spectral dimensions, tensor based extended
low-rank and sparse decomposition (TELRSD) is proposed for better performance of
classification with low-rank tensor part, and detection with sparse tensor part. With this
tensor based method, HSI is processed in 3D data format, and information between spectral
bands and pixels maintain integrated during decomposition process. And the experiment
results show that TELRSD has the best performance among all those comparison
algorithms.

HSI clustering is an unsupervised task, where low-rank sparse subspace clustering
(LRSSC) is the most popular algorithms for this clustering task. The spatial-spectral based
multi-view low-rank sparse subspace clustering (SSMLC) algorithms is proposed in this
dissertation, which extended LRSSC with multi-view learning technique. In this algorithm,
spectral and spatial views are created to generate multi-view dataset of HSI, where spectral
partition, morphological component analysis (MCA) and principle component analysis
(PCA) are applied to create others views. Furthermore, kernel version of SSMLC (kSSMLC) also has been investigated. The performance of SSMLC and k-SSMLC are
compared with sparse subspace clustering (SSC), low-rank sparse subspace clustering
(LRSSC), and spectral-spatial sparse subspace clustering (S4C). It has shown that SSMLC
could improve the performance of LRSSC, and k-SSMLC has the best performance.
In order to include local and nonlinear features in non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) algorithm, orthogonal NMF (ONMF), graph NMF (GNMF) and kernel NMF (kNMF) has been proposed for better clustering performance. The non-linear orthogonal
graph NMF combine both kernel, orthogonal and graph constraints in NMF (k-OGNMF),
which push up the clustering performance further. In the HSI domain, kernel multi-view
based orthogonal graph NMF (k-MOGNMF) is applied for subspace clustering, where kOGNMF is extended with multi-view algorithm, and it has better performance and
computation efficiency.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Compared with traditional images, a hyperspectral image (HSI), which contains

hundreds of spectral bands, provides much more information in spatial and spectral
domain. Because of this particular advantage, HSI has been widely applied in varied remote
sensing areas [1-5], such as classification and detection. The fine spectral resolution of an
HSI is helpful in distinguishing materials with subtle spectral discrepancy. However, the
spatial resolution of an HSI is low, which is the trade-off of fine spectral resolution. On the
other hand, the fine spectral resolution leads to vast data size that causes “curse of
dimensionality” [6, 7].
In HSI, matrix-based low-rank and sparse decomposition has been proved to be a
potential data analysis approach for image enhancement [8-12] and anomaly detection [13,
14]. According to those work, major information of HSI, which is often homogeneous
background, can be separated in a low-rank component, while anomalies and noise in HSI
are kept in a sparse component. As the sparse part is eliminated from HSI, image quality
can be improved with low-rank recovery. Furthermore, sparse part can be used for anomaly
detection for a performance better than using the original HSI, because the homogeneous
background is eliminated and anomalies are enhanced accordingly. Those traditional data
analysis algorithms, which are matrix-based data analysis, lose spatial information. Tensor1

based data representation can overcome this problem. In order to take full advantage of
spatial and spectral information, low-rank and sparse decomposition algorithms have been
extended into tensor version.
In HSI processing, clustering is one of popular techniques, which separates pixels
into corresponding groups by utilizing both spectral and spatial information [15-17].
Compared with the supervised task with labeled samples (i.e., classification), clustering is
much more challenging as an unsupervised technique. It leads to clustering accuracy much
lower than classification. On the other hand, there is more space for the improvement in
the clustering task, and the unsupervised algorithm needs less information from original
dataset, which makes it more useful in practical applications. As a combination of sparse
subspace clustering (SSC) [18, 19] and low-rank subspace clustering (LRC) [20,21], lowrank sparse subspace clustering (LRSSC) algorithm is one of popular clustering algorithms
to deal with high-dimensional data [22]. In machine learning area, most of datasets are
acquired from different sources or features. In order to balance those sources or features,
multi-view learning is developed [23, 24]. In this dissertation, spectral-spatial based multiview low-rank sparse subspace clustering (SSMLC) algorithm is proposed to extend
LRSSC, where spectral and spatial features in HSI are generated as varied views to create
multi-view dataset. In computer vision, particularly in visual object recognition area, kernel
methods are widely used [25, 26], whose basic idea is mapping data source into a high
dimensional feature space and solving the problem in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS). The kernel corresponds to a dot production in a high-dimensional feature space.
Furthermore, there is great success of kernel-based algorithm in HSI analysis [27, 28],
therefore, the proposed SSMLC will be kernelized for HSI clustering.
2

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a popular multivariate analysis
algorithm, which decomposes a matrix into a basis matrix and an encoding variable matrix.
Lee’s group proposed multiplicative updates method to solve NMF [29, 30], which leads
to the widely application of NMF in face recognition [31-33], audio processing [34, 35],
and so on. With the development of NMF algorithm, orthogonal nonnegative matrix
factorization (ONMF) had been proposed [36,37], where orthogonal constraints are
imposed to extract local features in dataset. According to Cai’s work, the graph
regularization can maintain the local geometric structure in the feature space, where the
geometrical information of the data source is encoded by constructing a nearest neighbor
graph [38]. Recently, kernel version of OGNMF (k-OGNMF) has been proposed by
Ivica’s group to solve face recognition problem [39]. Ding’ group proved the equivalence
of NMF and spectral clustering [40], where the spectral clustering problem can be solved
with NMF algorithms. In this dissertation, k-OGNMF will be extended with multi-view
vision for HSI clustering problem.
1.2
1.2.1

Contributions
Tensor Based Low-rank and Sparse Decomposition
A new efficient tensor-based HSI enhancement algorithm is proposed, which

extends the idea of natural structural data format with tensor that has been wildly applied
in other areas. By applying tensor based decomposition algorithm rather than matrix based
one, features and information between pixels and bands remain as integrity during
decomposition process. With spatial information being well maintained, it offers better
performance than matrix based algorithms, and the results of classification and detection
have validated the advantage.
3

1.2.2

Multi-view Based Low-rank and Sparse Subspace Clustering
A new efficient multi-view based HSI clustering algorithm is developed, which

extended the multi-view algorithm in machine learning area into LRSSC. By generating
multi-view HSI dataset based on spectral and spatial features extraction, the proposed
SSMLC algorithms utilize both spatial and spectral information. It can outperform other
single view clustering algorithms.
1.2.3

Kernel Multi-view Based Low-rank and Sparse Subspace Clustering
The proposed SSMLC algorithm is extended to kernel version, where the problem

is solved in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). With the kernel SSMLC,
nonlinear subspaces can be recovered and nonlinear hyper-surfaces can be applied in
spectral clustering for data separation. Because of utilizing nonlinear features, it
outperforms the original SSMLC.
1.2.4

Kernel Multi-view Based Orthogonal Graph Non-negative Matrix
Factorization for Subspace Clustering
The application of k-MOGNMF in HSI subspace clustering is studied, where local,

global and nonlinear features are extracted for clustering task, and kernel and multi-view
algorithms are applied for better performance. Beside higher clustering accuracy, kMOGNMF has better computational efficiency.
1.3

Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter II, tensor based extended low-

rank and sparse decomposition for HSI enhancement is introduced. In Chapter III, spatialspectral based multi-view low-rank and sparse subspace clustering algorithm and its kernel
4

version are described in details. Chapter IV presents the kernel multi-view orthogonal
graph non-negative matrix factorization for subspace clustering algorithm for HSI. Finally,
Chapter V draws the conclusions and presents future work.

5

CHAPTER II
TENSOR BASED EXTENDED LOW-RANK AND SPARSE DECOMPOSITION FOR
HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
2.1

Introduction
Due to various degradations, the image quality of HSI generally is low, affecting

its real applications. HSI enhancement, which is a popular HSI preprocessing step, is an
active research area [41-47]. As one of powerful image enhancement methods, low-rank
and sparse decomposition algorithm is applied recently, which has been used in image
analysis, image compression and computer vision [48-51]. To deal with this matrix
decomposition problem, the traditional principal component analysis (PCA) is often
deployed [52]. However, PCA is unstable with corrupted dataset. Thus, robust principal
component analysis (RPCA) is developed [53], which offers a blind separation of low-rank
information and sparse noise. In order to reduce computational cost, “Go Decomposition”
(GoDec) algorithm is developed, where bilateral random projection is applied for
computation acceleration and noise can be separated from the sparse component [54].
However, there is a per-defined parameter, i.e., the rank value, in GoDec, which limits the
application in unsupervised situation. Furthermore, there is a non-convex problem in rank
function, which leads to non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP) hard problem. To deal
with those problems, extended low-rank and sparse decomposition (ELRSD) method is
proposed [55], where non-convex regularization is applied in this method.
6

Recently, tensor becomes a powerful tool to represent high-dimensional data,
which is in format of multi-way array. It has been wildly applied in varied areas, such as
audio classification [56, 57], neuroscience [58, 59], chemistry [60, 61], and so on. Tensor
is a mathematics notion, which describes a high order dataset beside point, vector and
matrix. Tensor can be processed entirely without crashing down to 2D matrix in algorithm.
Thus, it can maintain correlation information between each dimension of dataset, and has
flexibility to define constraints for data properties, extracting and matching more features
inside data than matrix representation.
There are plenty of methods in tensor decomposition, which include
Candecomp/Parafac (CP) [62, 63], and Tucker decomposition [64]. CP decomposition is
developed in psychometrics area in 1970, which is the most successful method for tensor
decomposition. The general idea of CP decomposition is sum of d rank-1 tensors. As
created in linguistics area in 1966, Tucker decomposition decomposes the orthonormal
subspaces of tensor’s each mode. Both of those two algorithms are based on the idea of
least-squares

approximation

for

high-dimensional

multi-linear

singular

value

decomposition.
HSI dataset are formed in 3D, including 2D spatial and 1D spectral information,
where hundreds of spectral bands are collected for each pixel. With a matrix based method,
a HSI is processed band-by-band or pixel-vector-by-pixel-vector in 2D matrix data format.
With the help of tensor analysis, tensor model of HSI has been utilized to classification
[65, 66], dimensionality reduction [67], and denoising [68, 69]. According to those results,
tensor based methods outperform matrix based counterparts. To take advantage of tensor
analysis, ELRSD will be applied in tensor data format in this Chapter, which is the
7

proposed tensor based extended low-rank and sparse decomposition (TELRSD) for HSI
data enhancement, pruning and anomaly detection, where the low-rank component is
utilized for HSI classification while the sparse component is applied for HSI anomaly
detection, which are expected to offer better performance than using the original dataset.
2.2

Evaluation Metrics
The support vector machine (SVM) [70, 71] and random forest (RF) [72] will be

applied in HSI classification with enhanced low-rank part from the TELRSD. Note that
SVM and RF are supervised classifiers, which require training samples. For optimal
accuracy, the parameters of SVM and RF are tuned with training samples.
For anomaly detection, the Mahalanobis distance is applied to the sparse part. The
Mahalanobis distance was introduced in 1936 [73], which defines the distance of two
points that considers the correlations of data set. For HSI anomaly detection, it measures
the distance between a pixel under test and the data mean.
2.3

Methods for Comparison
In HSI classification, singular value thresholding-based LRSD (SVTSD) and

matrix based ELRSD will be compared with TELRSD. In HSI anomaly detection, global
Reed-Xiaoli (GRX) detector [74], collaborative-representation based detector (CRD) [75]
and low-rank and sparse matrix decomposition based anomaly detection (LRaSMD) [14]
are compared with TELRSD. The RX detector is the benchmark method for anomaly
detection, which is based on the classical Mahalanobis distance on the original data. In the
GRX, the full image scene is treated as the background. With the development of sparsity
theory in matrix factorization, the sparsity based anomaly detectors are demonstrated the
8

promise. For LRaSMD is a robust principal component analysis based method, which
decomposes the original image into low-rank and sparse components, and anomalies are in
the sparse components. The CRD is a collaborative representation based method, which
assumes that background pixels can be jointly represented by their spatial neighborhood
pixels, but anomalies cannot.
2.4

Tensor Notation and Operators
Tensor is an extension notation of matrix to represent high-dimensional datasets,

and the order of a tensor is the number of its dimensions [76, 77]. The general tensor form
with order of d can be represented as:
χ  R I1I 2 I d

(2.1)

where Id is the size of dimension d in the tensor.
For a tensor χ  R

I1  I 2 I N

, the Frobenius norm is the square root of the sum squares

of all its elements:
χ

2.4.1

F



χ, χ 

I1

I2

IN

a
i1 1 i2 1

i N 1

2
i1 ,i2 ,i N

(2.2)

Multiplication
Let A be an I1× I2× I3 tensor and B be an I2× l× I3 tensor, and the tensor

production of A B can be calculated as:
A  B  fold(circ(A)  unfold(B))

(2.3)

where circ() creates a circulate matrix specified by the first column, unifold() changes
a I1× I2× I3 tensor to a I1 I3× I2 block matrix, and fold (, I 3 ) changes a I1 I3× I2 block
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matrix back to a I1× I2× I3 tensor, unfold(A)  [A (1) A(2) A(n) ]' , fold(unfold(A))  A ,
and A(n) denotes A(:, :, n) .
The tensor production can be computed by the process of Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
along each tubal fiber of A and B, then each pair of faces are multiplied. Then an inverse
FFT along the tubal fiber of multiplied result is applied to generate the desired result [78,
79]. The process of product is shown in Figure 2.1.
2.4.2

Singular Value Decomposition

For the Tensor Singular Value Decomposition (T-SVD), the FFT is applied to the third
order tensor χ , and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to each order of
transferred tensor. Then the inverse FFT is applied to the combination of each order of
factorizations [78]. The T-SVD algorithm is shown in figure 2.2.
2.5

Proposed Method
The matrix based ELRSD is introduced in the first part of this section, then the

proposed TELRSD will be developed.
2.5.1

Matrix Based ELRSD
I I I
In HSI, let χ 1 2 3 be the dataset with spatial size of I1× I2 pixels and I3 order

of spectral bands. It can be expressed as:

χ  LSG

(2.4)

where L is the low-rank matrix representing the enhanced image, S represents the matrix
of sparse, and G is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) term with zero mean. For the
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input and output, the data format is reshaped as I1 I2× I3. In order to estimate the low-rank
tensor and sparse tensor, the optimization problem is expressed as:
min rank(L)   S 0 s.t.
L, S

χ  LSG

(2.5)

where  0 counts the number of nonzeros in S, and β is a pre-set regularization parameter.
Because the rank minimization problem in model (2.5) is non-deterministic
polynomial-time (NP) hard problem, it can be solved by convex relaxation known as
nuclear- or Schatttern-1 norm, as the missing values in a matrix can be recovered by nuclear
norm minimization [74,75]. Then, model (2.5) can be rewritten as:
min
L, S

 (L)   S s.t.
i

i

1

χ  LSG

(2.6)

where the first term is the l1 norm of the vector  (L) of singular values of L, which is
known as the nuclear norm of L.
Then, the following optimization equation is to be solved:

1
min(L, S)  X  L  S
L, S 
2


2
F



 (L)   S
i

i

1





(2.7)

where λ is a regularization parameter, which determines relative importance of the rank
penalty.
To solve (2.7), the most popular method is based on singular value thresholding
(SVT), which contains the following procedures.
1) SVD of Low-rank component: L = U∙ Ʃ∙VT.
2) Reconstruct Low-rank component with soft-thresholding as Lnew = U∙soft(Ʃ, λ)∙VT,
where soft() is the soft-thresholding function applied to singular values.
11

3) Reconstruct sparse component with soft-thresholding in entry-wise being applied to the
(X-L) as L is fixed, Snew= soft(X-L, λ).
Based on the conclusions in Liu’s group [80], SVT may be trapped in suboptimal
solutions and time-consuming. On the other hand, Parekh’s group points out that SVT
method tends to underestimate nonzero singular values during the threshholding process
[81]. Thus, the non-convex regularization is employed in (2.7) [81] as

1
min(L, S)  X  L  S
L, S 
2


2
F



k

 (L);a   S
i

i 1

1





(2.8)

where k is the smallest dimension in X, and  (.) is a sparsity-inducing regularization
function, which could be the partly quadratic penalty function:

a 2
1

x  2 x , x  a
 x; a   
1
1
 ,
x
a
 2a

(2.9)

The proximal operator (  ) of  (.) can be defined as [81]:





 y   

, 0 sign  y 
1  a  


  y;  , a  : min  y , max 

(2.10)

To reach the solution of optimization function (8), alternating direction method of
multipliers is applied [82, 83], which breaks the minimization problem into two subminimization problems in L and S, and the solutions to L and S become
L t  arg min min 
L

k



[ i (L); a] 

i 1

S t  arg min min  S 1 
S

12


2


2

L  S t 1  X 

Lt  S  X 

Λ t 1



Λ t 1



2

(2.11)
F

2

(2.12)
F

where Λ is the matrix of Lagrange multipliers, ε is penalty parameter, and t indicates an
iteration index, as Lt and St are converged. This is the matrix-based ELRSD.
2.5.2

Tensor Based ELRSD
In TELRSD, it has the same problem solving processing as the matrix-based

ELRSD. The major difference is that the data format is keeping in 3D, and tensor
multiplication and tensor SVD replace the matrix-based ones. The algorithm of TELRSD
is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.6

Experiment Results and Analysis
In this section, three open HSI datasets, which are Inidan Pines, Salinas, and Pavia,

are implemented to testify the performance of TELRSD in classification. Another three
HSI datasets including San Diego, PaviaC, and Botswana are applied to testify the
performance of TELRSD in anomaly detection.
2.6.1

HSI Datasets
Three of hyperspectral image datasets are used in classification experiment, which

includes Indian Pines, Salinas, and Pavia. The Pavia image have 1096×715 pixels with 102
spectral bands, which is shown in Figure 2.4(a). It is collected by Reflective Optics System
Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS). For Salinas scene, it is acquired by the Airborne Visible
and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor with 511×217 spatial size and 224
spectral bands over Salinas Valley in California, shown in Figure 2.4(b). The last one,
Indian Pines dataset shown in Figure 2.4(c), is acquired by the AVIRIS over the Indian’s
Indian Pines in June 1992. It has 145×145 spatial size and 220 spectral bands from 0.4 to
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2.5 µm, and there are 16 classes totally. Table 2.1-2.3 list the number of samples in each
class of each dataset.
In anomaly detection, three other hyperspectral image datasets are used, which
includes Pavia Center, San Diego and Botwana. The Pavia Center dataset is collected by
ROSIS sensor over the city of Pavia in northern Italy and comes along with accurate ground
truth information. Totally there are 108×120 pixels and 102 bands after low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) band removal. The anomaly objects are the vehicles on the bridge, which
contain 47 pixels. The second dataset is the San Diego collected by the AVIRIS. After band
correction and subset image selection, there are 189 bands and spatial size is 100×85 pixels.
The anomaly objects are the three jets, which have 58 pixels in the image scene. The last
dataset is Botswana, which covers the area of Okavango Delta, Botswana in May 31, 2001.
After spatial and spectral selection, 145 bands and 235×255 pixels are used in the following
experiment. Among this dataset, 35 pixels are selected as anomalies because of their
spectrally difference from main ground objects. Figure 2.5 shows the image and ground
truth map of all those datasets.
2.6.2

Classification Results
In this section, four groups of experiments are applied to HSI classification datasets

for the TELRSD method. The first group of experiments are to determine the best
parameters of



and

 in TELRSD method. The second one is to compare the TELRSD

method with matrix-based ELRSD and SVT-based LRSD in Indian Pines dataset. The third
one is compare TELRSD results in two different classifiers, i.e., SVM and RF. The last
group of experiments used Salinas and Pavia datasets for TELRSD method. In those
14

experiments, the overall classification accuracy (OCA) and average classification accuracy
(ACA) are adopted to quantify classification accuracy.
2.6.2.1

The Effect of Parameters ε and λ
In this section, varied value of ε and λ are applied to TELRSD based on [54]. Then

SVM classifier is applied to compare the results of different value in OCA, which is shown
in Figure 2.6.
In these experiments, Indian Pines dataset is applied, and training rate is set as 10%.
According to Figure 6, the affection of ε and λ is negligible. As ε changes from 105 to
102 and λ changes from 5104 to 5103 , the change of OCA is around 2%, and the

best performance is around 92% OCA. In this case, the parameters are chosen as   0.1 and

  5 for the following experiments, which provides the highest OCA.
2.6.2.2

Classification Performance
In this experiment, classification accuracy of SVT-based LRSD (SVTSD), matrix-

based ELRSD and TELRSD are compared by changing the training rate from 10% to 50%.
As shown in Figure 2.7, accuracy is increasing with the increasing of training rate in
original, matrix-based ELRSD, SVTSD, and TELRSD. Compared to the original dataset,
TELRSD offers significant improvement, which is around 10% higher when training rate
is 20%. On the other hand, matrix-based ELRSD and SVTSD generate average
performance, which is even lower than using the original dataset when training rate is large.
Compared to the matrix-based ELRSD and SVTSD, TELRSD results in an OCA around
10% higher. Thus, TELRSD is a better choice for HSI classification.
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Table 2.4 lists the results of SVM and RF using the original, ELRSD-generated and
TELRSD-generated datasets. The classifier RF shows that using TELRA the OCA
increases around 4% as training rate is 0.2. In average, there is around 4% improvement.
On the other hand, matrix-based ELRSD yields slight improvement. Similarly, SVM-based
classification also shows improvement by using the TELRSD-generated dataset.
2.6.2.3

Other Datasets
This experiment explores the performance of matrix-based ELRSD and TELRSD

in Indian Pines, Salinas and Pavia datasets, where the training rate is chosen as 0.2. The
accuracy results are shown in Figure 2.8. The classification maps are shown in Figure 2.9
and 2.10 for Indian pines and Salinas datasets, where the difference in Pavia is not obvious
in classification map.
According to those results, compared to original dataset, TELRSD has 5%
improvement in Salinas and 2% improvement in Pavia. On the other hand, compared to
original dataset, there is OCA decreasing in Salinas dataset with ELRSD, where OCA is
dropped around 1%. Furthermore, TELRSD could push the accuracy to 99.2% in Pavia
and 99.8% in Salinas. They are proved that TELRSD could be applied to other HSI datasets
for higher classification accuracy. Moreover, matrix-based ELRSD offers good
performance in Pavia, which has almost the same accuracy as TELRSD.
2.6.3

Anomaly Detection Results
In this section, the anomaly detection performance between TELRSD and other

four state-of-the-art detectors, which includes GRX, CRD and LRaSMD, are compared.
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The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and area under curve (AUC) are applied
to assess the performance of all the anomaly detectors.
The sparse component from decomposition is achieved from TELRSD. Then, the
Mahalanobis distance measurement is applied to the sparse component for anomaly
detection, where the detector could be represented as:
DMAD ( x)  ( x  b )T Γb1 ( x  b )

(2.13)

where μb is the mean and Γb is the covariance matrix of the input image.
Figure 2.11-2.13 illustrate the detection maps of TELRSD and other three methods
on the three anomaly detection datasets, and the value of each pixel is normalized within
range of 0-1. According to those results, TELRSD has clearly better performance than all
others in San Diego dataset, where the jets could be detected in full shape. On the other
hands, all other detectors could hardly get the jets in detection maps, and only LRaSMD
could get some parts of those jets. In the detection map of Pavia Center, TELRSD provides
the clearest detection map. Even LRaSMD has the most obvious results, many background
(bridge) pixels are included, which undermine the performance. It is difficult to conclude
the different performances of LRaSMD, CRD and TELRSD in Botswana dataset. Based
on the ROC curves in Figure 2.14, TELRSD shows best performance in all of four methods,
even in Botswana dataset. When the probability detection rate is 100%, TELRSD has the
lowest false alarm rate among all the detectors, which is around 1% in San Diego, 0.15%
in PaviaC, and 0.15% in Botswana. For LRaSMD, it has the second best performance,
which is better than CRD and GXR.
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The AUC results of all those four methods is list in Figure 2.15, which coincides
with the results in ROC. TELRSD has the best result in AUC, which is 99.79% in San
Diego, 99.94% in PaviaC, and 99.98% in Botswana.
2.6.4

Analysis and Discussions
In the HSI classification with three groups of experiments datasets, the TELRSD

method is applied for varied HSI classifier (SVM and RF) and compared with matrix-based
ELRSD method. Those results show that TELRSD can reach a better enhancement in HSI
dataset than matrix-based ELRSD, and has higher OCAs and ACAs in SVM and RF with
those three datasets. They are shown that the HSI dataset, which is in 3D format, should be
treated as a tensor and kept in 3D format during processing. In our experiments, matrixbased ELRSD method has slight improvement in the classification accuracy, but TELRSD,
which retains more spatial information in HSI datasets, offers better performance.
Even there is accuracy increasing with training rate, there are sufficient
improvement with TELRSD as the training rate is 0.1. This training rate could maintain
the significant improvement and reduce computational cost in training process. According
to comparison of SVM and RF classifiers, SVM has better performance than RF. On the
other hand, RF is much faster than SVM. If the dataset is too large, RF may be a better
classifier that can show the classification improvement with low computational cost.
In the HSI anomaly detection with three groups of experiments datasets, the results
shows that TELRSD method has the best performance, which is better than GXR, CRD
and LRaSMD. The TELRSD has the lowest false alarm rate and highest AUC among all
the detectors. It indicates that most of anomalies among HSI are located in the sparse
components after decomposition, and anomaly detection within sparse components after
18

TELRSD could provide the best accuracy. Even there is improvement for LRaSMD in
anomaly detection because of matrix-based decomposition, TELRSD yields better
performance than LRaSMD.
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Table 2.1

The ground truth samples of Indian Pines in each class
Indian Pines
Class

Label

Name

1

Alfalfa

2

Samples

Class

Samples

Label

Name

46

9

Oats

20

Corn_notill

1428

10

Soybean-notill

972

3

Corn-mintill

830

11

Soybean-mintill

2455

4

Corn

237

12

Soybean-clean

593

483

13

Wheat

205

730

14

Woods

1265

28

15

Buildings-GrassTrees-Drives

386

478

16

Stone-SteelTowers

93

5
6
7
8

Grasspasture
Grass-trees
Grasspasturemowed
Haywindrowed

10249

Total
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Table 2.2

The ground truth samples of Salinas in each class
Salinas

Label
1
2

Class
Name
Brocoli_green_wee
ds_1
Brocoli_green_wee
ds_2

Samples

Label

Class
Name

Samples

2009

9

Soil_vinyard_develop

6203

3726

10

Corn_senesced_green_we
eds

3278

3

Fallow

1976

11

Lettuce_romaine_4wk

1068

4

Fallow_rough_plow

1394

12

Lettuce_romaine_5wk

1927

5

Fallow_smooth

2678

13

Lettuce_romaine_6wk

916

6

Stubble

3959

14

Lettuce_romaine_7wk

1070

7

Celery

3579

15

Vinyard_untrained

7268

8

Grapes_untrained

11271

16

Vinyard_vertical_trellis

1807
54129

Total

Table 2.3

The ground truth samples of Pavia in each class
Pavia
Class

Label
1
2

Name
Water
Trees

3

Asphalt

4
5

Self-Blocking
Bricks
Bitumen

Samples

Class
Name
Tiles
Shadows

Samples

824
820

Label
6
7

816

8

Meadows

824

808

9

Bare Soil

820

808
Total

1260
476

7456
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Table 2.4

Accuracy of SVM and RF in Indian Pines dataset with varied training rate

Classi Training
fier
Rate

SVM

RF

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

OCA

ACA

Original

ELRSD

80.69
85.33
87.95
89.31
89.91
75.45
80.28
82.77
84.15
85.35

80.08
86.14
88.41
89.22
89.41
75.98
79.97
82.64
83.64
85.65
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TEL
RSD
92.21
94.61
95.96
96.99
97.62
78.67
84.14
87.06
88.89
90.36

Original

ELRSD

71.95
80.87
85.63
87.69
89.97
60.44
67.63
72.31
75.71
78.27

71.97
81.32
85.88
87.01
87.47
61.29
66.59
72.51
75.76
78.78

TEL
RSD
90.72
95.39
96.82
97.64
98.21
63.28
72.29
76.81
81.44
84.22

Tensor Production
Input: A RI1I 2 I3 , B RI 2 I 4 I3
Output: C  A  B
A  fft (A,[],3) ; B  fft(B,[],3)
for i = 1:n
C(:,:, i)  A(:,:, i)B(:,:, i)

end
C  ifft (C, [],3)

Figure 2.1

The algorithm of tensor production

Tensor-SVD
Input: A RI I I3
Output: U , S , D
1

2

A  fft (A,[],3)

for i = 1: I3
[u, s, d ]  svd(A(:, :, i))
U(:,:, i)  u ; S(:, :, i)  s ; D(:, :, i)  d

end
U  ifft (U,[],3) ; S  ifft (S, [],3) ; D  ifft (D, [],3)

Figure 2.2

The algorithm of tensor SVD
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Tensor-based ELRSD
Input: A  RI1I 2 I3 ,  , 
I I 2 I 3

Output: L RI1 I 2 I3 , S R 1
L0  A ; S0  0 ; Λ0  0 ; t=1.
While not converge
Λ
A  St 1  t 1  UΣΣ T ;


L  U   (Σ;  , a)  VT ;

St  soft (A  Lt 

Λt 1



, )

Λt  Λt 1   [Lt  St  A]

end while
L  Lt 1 , S  St 1
Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4

The algorithm of tensor base ELRSD

The pseudo image of Pavia (a), Salinas (b), and Indian Pines (c)
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Figure 2.5

The images and ground truth maps of San Diego (a), Pavia Center (b) and
Botswana (c)
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Figure 2.6

The OCA results with varied regularization parameters ε and λ
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Figure 2.7

The OCA (a) and ACA (b) results with varied training rate in Indian Pine
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Figure 2.8

The OCA results with different datasets

28

Figure 2.9

The classification map with varied methods in Indian Pines
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Figure 2.10

The classification map with varied methods in Salinas

30

Figure 2.11

The detection map with varied methods in San Diego
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Figure 2.12

The detection map with varied methods in PaviaC

32

Figure 2.13

The detection map with varied methods in Botswana

33

Figure 2.14

The ROC curves of San Diego (a), PaviaC(b) and Botswana (c)

34

Figure 2.15

The AUC of three datasets in anomaly detection
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CHAPTER III
SPATIAL-SPECTRAL BASED MULTI-VIEW LOW-RANK SPARSE SUBSPACE
CLUSTERING
3.1

Introduction
In clustering algorithms, k-means clustering is a classical method, which is

sensitive to initial conditions and may be stuck in a local optimum. On the other hand, the
clustering results are centroid-based, which may not work well for high-dimensional data.
In this case, the subspace clustering algorithm is proposed for high-dimensional dataset,
where the data is clustered into multi-subspace and a low-dimensional subspace is achieved
to fit each group of pixels. Recently, sparse subspace clustering (SSC) and low-rank
subspace representation (LRR) [19-21] are proposed to find affinity matrices for clustering
effectively, where an affinity matrix defines the similarity between pixels. The SSC
algorithm uses the sparsest representation for each pixel with pixels in its group, and the
local structure of data can be maintained. The LRR algorithm introduces low-rank
constraint into self-representation matrix, and the global structure of data is preserved. In
order to contain both local and global information in dataset, the low-rank sparse subspace
clustering (LRSSC) algorithm is proposed which combines the low-rank and sparsity
constraints [22].
In machine learning area, a dataset usually is acquired from varied sources or
contain different features, where multi-view learning technique has been widely applied
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[23, 24], and single-view learning could not represents all the features or sources properly
in dataset. For an HSI dataset, it also could be treated as image with varied sources (e.g.,
spectral bands) or features (e.g., spatial pixels), where the multi-view learning algorithm
could be applied. In this case, HSI could be a perfect dataset for multi-view learning. Li et
al. also utilized multiple morphological features for HSI classification [84], which
integrates linear and nonlinear features in HSI.
Multi-view learning and LRSSC are incorporated in Ref. [85] as multi-view lowrank sparse subspace clustering (MLRSSC) to deal with multi-features or multi-sources in
dataset. In this research, we propose the application of MLRSSC for HSI clustering. In
order to construct a multi-view data for multi-view learning, spectral partition is applied to
generate multi-view of spectral information at first. Then morphological component
analysis is applied in original HSI to produce another view of spatial information. At last,
PCA will be applied to yield an additional view of the original dataset. Finally, those views
are treated as multi-source for MLRSSC clustering, which is named as spatial-spectral
based multi-view low-rank sparse subspace clustering (SSMLC) in this Chapter.
Furthermore, the kernel version of MLRSSC also been proposed in [85] to handle
MLRSSC in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) by mapping samples into a highdimensional feature space.
As we know, kernel methods has achieved great success in classification,
clustering, and dimensionality reduction [25, 26]. For HSI, kernel methods also have
demonstrated the advantages [27, 28]. In particular, the HSI clustering problem could be
solved effectively, and it is much more effective to measure the nonlinear relationship
between HSI samples in RKHS with kernel methods [85]. In this paper, the kernel version
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of SSMLC (k-SSMLC) is investigated for HSI clustering. Experimental results
demonstrate that it can further improve the performance of the original SSMLC.

3.2

Related Work
Given a set of N data points as X  [ x1 , x 2  x N ] in R D , which lie in a union of

linear subspaces of high dimensions. With other set of points, the problem of subspace
clustering is clustering other points into the corresponding subspaces they belong to. The
first and most challenging step is to construct an affinity matrix W  R N  N , which
defines the similarity between each pair of points. After the affinity matrix is created,
spectral clustering [86] is applied to achieve clustering. To construct the affinity matrix,
sparse subspace clustering (SSC), low-rank representation (LRR) and low-rank sparse
subspace clustering (LRSSC) impose sparsity, low-rank and combination of low-rank and
sparsity constraints, respectively.
3.2.1

Sparse Subspace Clustering
Based on sparse representation, which is popular in compressive sensing, SSC is

proposed in 2009 [19], which indicated that each point can be sparsely represented by other
points that in a subspace union. In this case, sparse representation of data points could be
applied to cluster the points into varied subspaces, which is the SSC algorithm. The sparse
representation matrix Z R NN for the input X can be estimated by the following
minimization problem:

min Z 1, s.t. diag(Z)  0
Z
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(3.1)

where

1

norm regularization is used as the faithful representation from its own subspace

[86-88], and diag(Z)  0 constraint is to exclude a trivial solution where the data pixels
are a linear combination of themselves.
3.2.2

Low-rank Representation
In a set of data points, LRR could be applied to find the lowest rank representation

of all data jointly, where each of data point could be represented as a linear combination of
the bases in a dictionary [20]. Unlike SSC that uses a small number of data points from its
subspace for representation, the whole data space is utilized as representation space in
LRR. The low-ranks representation matrix Z R NN from input X could be recovered
by the following optimal function:

min rank(Z)   E  , s.t. X  AZ  E
Z ,E

(3.2)

where A is a “dictionary” that linearly spans the whole data space, E is the error. In the
LRR problem, it uses self-representation, where A  X . In this case, equation (3.2) is
simplified as:
min Z , s.t. X  XZ
Z

(3.3)

where the rank of Z is approximated by nuclear norm of Z. When there is no noise in X or
noise can be ignored, Z could be achieved by:

Z  VVT
T
where V is the SVD components of X as UΣV [22].
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(3.4)

3.2.3

Low-rank and Sparse Subspace Clustering
According to [90], sparse representation contains major local structure information

of dataset, where each pixel has the sparsest representation. On the other hand, LRR focuses
on the global structure information of the dataset. In this case, the combination of SSC and
LRR algorithm, which is low-rank sparse subspace clustering (LRSSC) is proposed by [22],
could extract more information from the original dataset, and handle both global and local
structure information. The minimization problem for the LRSSC can be expressed as:

min 1 Z    2 Z 1 , s.t. diag(Z)  0
Z

(3.5)

where α 1 is low-rank and α2 is sparsity constraints. The affinity matrix W could be
calculated as:

W Z  Z

T

(3.6)

Then spectral clustering [85] can be applied to achieve clustering.
3.2.4

Spectral Clustering
As a successful clustering method, spectral clustering is developed in 2002 [86],

which clusters points with eigenvector of matrices derived from the data, and graph
Laplacian matrices are major tool which is applied in spectral clustering. The unnormalized
graph Laplacian matrix could be defined as:

L  D W

(3.7)

where W is similarity (affinity) matrix of the dataset, and D is a diagonal matrix with the
sums of the rows of W along the diagonal. For spectral graph partitioning, the objective
function of minimization graph cut could be expressed as
min Gcut  min
y

y

yT (D  W) y
yT Ly

min
y yT Dy
yT Dy
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(3.8)

It can be solved as the generalized eigenvalue problem:

Ly  Dy

(3.9)

which can be transformed into a standard eigenvalue problem:

D1/ 2 LD1/ 2 y  y

(3.10)

After the k smallest nonzero eigenvectors is applied, a n  k matrix Y is created, and
each row is normalized to have unit length. Then, K-means clustering is utilized to Y,
where the original i-th pixel is assigned to the j-th cluster if the i-th row of the matrix Y is
assigned to the j-th cluster.
3.3

Spectral-spatial based Multi-view Low-rank Sparse Subspace Clustering
With the development of data acquisition technology, there are plenty of data

sources or data features for a single object or event, and an individual view (source or
feature) is not comprehensive for data description. In this case, multi-view learning
algorithms, which integrate multiple sources or features, is a popular and successful
method in computer vision and intelligent system areas. In hyperspectral imaging, multiview learning has been applied in classification as multiple features of HSI are combined
together [84]. They showed multi-view learning could provide more information than
single-view learning, yielding significant classification improvement.
Intuitively, multi-view learning could improve the performance of unsupervised
1
2
t
clustering. For the MLRSSC, let t views construct a dataset X  [X , X X ] , where the i-



i
i
th view X  x j

N
j 1

 R Di contains Di dimension features. The joint optimization problem

with t views is:
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t

min
1
2

Z , Z ,Z

t

 

1

Zi



i 1



  
Zi  Z j
1
1i , j t ,t  j

  2 Zi

2
F

,

s.t. Xi  Xi Zi , diag(Zi )  0

(3.11)

 could be simply assumed identical, which will be called

where the weight of each view

consensus parameter. In addition to the low-rank and sparsity constraints, the third term in
equation (3.11) encourages the representations from different views to be consistent if
possible.

mint 1 Z t



Z

  2 Zt  
1



Zt  Z j

j t

2
F

, s.t. X t  X t Z t , diag(Z t )  0

(3.12)

It can be reformed by introducing auxiliary variables Z1t , Zt2 , Z3t , At , where
equation (3.12) becomes:

min
t
t

1 Z t1
t

Z1t , Z 2 , Z 3 , A



  2 Z t2

1



Z

t
3

Z j

j t

2
F

,

s.t. Xt  Xt A t , A t  Zt2  diag(Zt2 ), A t  Z1t , A t  Zt3

(3.13)

Then the augmented Lagragian can be formed as:

 

L Zti



1
2



3
t
i 1, A ,

Λ 

Xt  Xt A t

4
2

A t  Z 3t

t 4 
i i 1 

2
F

2
F





2
2

 1 Zt1



 2 Zt2  
1

A t  Z t2  diag(Z t2 )
T

Z

t
3

j t

2
F



3
2

Zj

2
F

A t  Z1t

2
F

T

 tr[t1 ( X t  X t A t )]  tr[ Λ t3 ( A t  Z1t )]

T

T

 tr[Λ t4 (A t  Z t3 )]  tr[Λ t2 (A t  Z t2  diag(Z t2 ))
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(3.14)

where ti 4 are Lagrange dual parameters and μ’s are penalty variables. Then the
i1
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) can be applied to solve this convex
optimization problem.

3.4

Kernel Spectral-spatial based Multi-view Low-rank Sparse Subspace
Clustering
The original SSMLC extracts the linear subspace structure information of HSI

dataset. In order to generate information of nonlinear subspace structure, kernel methods
will be applied, where sample points will be mapped into a high dimensional feature space.
The kernel mapping function is defined as  : X  F where X is the original dataset, and
F is a high dimensional feature space. In this case, multi-view dataset X  [X1, X2 Xt ]
could be replaced by (X (t ) )  {(Xi(t )  F)} N in high-dimensional features space. In this
case, the objective function (3.2) can be rewritten as:
min
t
t

Z1t , Z 2 , Z3 , At

1
( Xt )  ( Xt )A t
2

2
F

 1 Z t1



  2 Z t2

1



Z

t
3

Zj

j t

2
F

,

s.t. At  Zt2  diag(Zt2 ), At  Z1t , At  Zt3

(3.15)

where At is the only effected auxiliary variable in kernel version, which depends on Xt .
Accordingly, the augmented Lagrangian form of equation (3.15) is:

 

L Z ti
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t
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Z
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t
3

t 4 
i i 1 
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4
2

At  Zt3

2
F



2
F





1
( Xt )  ( Xt )A t
2

2
2

2
F

At  Zt2  diag(Zt2 )

T

T

 1 Z t1

2
F



3
2



  2 Z t2

At  Z1t

2

 tr[Λ1t (Xt  Xt At )]  tr[Λt2 (At  Zt2  diag(Zt2 ))
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F

1

T

T

 tr[Λ t3 (A t  Z1t )]  tr[Λ t4 (A t  Z t3 )]

(3.16)

where μ’s are penalty parameters and Λ are Lagrange dual parameters. Then this convex
optimization problem could be solved with the ADMM.
In the kernel ADMM, the update of At follows the equation below:

At  [( Xt )T ( Xt )  (2  3  4 )I]1 
[( Xt )T ( Xt )   2 Ζt2  3 Z1t   4 Zt3  Λt2  Λ3t  Λt4 ]

(3.17)

The dot product ( X t ), ( X t ) can be replaced by the Gram matrix Kt , then equation
(3.17) becomes:

At  [K t  (2  3  4 )I]1 
[K t   2 Zt2  3 Z1t   4 Zt3  Λ t2  Λ 3t  Λ t4 ]

(3.18)

With the solution of Z, a symmetric affinity matrix W can be constructed in equation (3.6).
The proposed algorithm of SSMLC and k-SSMLC is summarized in Figure 3.1.
3.5
3.5.1

Experiments and Results
Datasets and Parameters
In experiments, two hyperspectral image datasets, SalinasA and University of

Pavia, are implemented to testify the proposed SSMLC algorithm performance in
clustering. The SalinasA dataset is acquired by the Airborne Visible and Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor over the Valley of Salinas, Central Coast of California, in
1998, where spatial resolution is 3.7m and 204 spectral bands. The HSI image cube of
SalinasA is shown in Figure 3.2, which includes 16 classes and 5864 labeled pixels. The
University of Pavia HSI was acquired by the Reflective Optics System Imaging
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Spectrometer (ROSIS) sensor over Pavia, Italy, showing in figure 3.3. The spatial size is
610 × 340 where the spatial resolution is 1.3 m, and there are 103 spectral bands which
range from 0.43 to 0.86 μm. Totally, there are 9 classes and 42776 labeled samples.
At first, 1500 labeled pixels in SalinaA and 2000 labeled pixels in University of
Pavia are applied in the proposed SSMLC and k-SSMLC for performance illustration. Then
to fully validate the performance, the entire image of SalinasA and a majority part of
University of Pavia are used. Because of high computational cost, SalinasA is partitioned
into 2×2 blocks, and University of Pavia is partitioned into 6×6 blocks, which is shown in
Figure 3.3. For University of Pavia, left-top (4×4) blocks are picked up for the experiments.
The classes and labeled pixels in each block is shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
The correlation coefficient threshold is set to be {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} in spectral
partitioning. In PCA, the number of PCs is chosen as {3, 5, 10, 30, 50, 100}. After the
spectral partition and morphological component analysis in spatial domain, those multiviews are applied to MLRSSC, where the weight of each view is assumed equal,  1 and
 2 are tuned between [0, 1], and  is chosen between [103 ,107 ] , where (1 ,  2 ,  ) will be

called as multi-view parameters. In the k-SSMLC, Gaussian kernel is applied and standard
deviation σ is optimized in range {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10} for each view.
3.5.2

Toy Experiments
In this section, part of SalinasA and University of Pavia dataset will be applied to

SSMLC and k-SSMLC as toy experiments. In the SalinasA dataset,   10 6 , 1  0.7 ,
 2  0.9 are selected for the experiments. The SSMLC clustering accuracy with varied

correlation coefficient threshold is shown in Figure 3.4. According to the result, clustering
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accuracy has the maximum value 84.29% when the threshold is set to be 0.8 in spectral
partitioning. There is a significant impact on spectral partitioning, where inappropriate
partitioning could decrease the results more than 10%. As the threshold is chosen as 0.8,
there are 29 groups after spectral partitioning, which means there are 29 views based on
the spectral features in the following experiments.
Figure 3.5 shows the SSMLC clustering results with varied PCs in SalinasA. When
PCA is applied to the original dataset alone (blue bar in Figure 3.5), the accuracy is
improved with the number of PCs is increased to 10, then maintains stable after 10 PCs.
The accuracy reaches the peak around 50 PCs, which is 85%. In this case, major
information in the original HSI are contained in the first 10 PCs, and there are more noise
than useful information after 50 PCs. When spectral partitions are jointly used with PCs
(orange bar in Figure 3.5), there is significant improvement, where the highest accuracy
reaches 94% when 50 PCs view is used with 29 spectral partition views for the SSMLC.
When the morphological view is added to PCs and spectral partition views (gray
bar in Figure 3.5), the highest accuracy also stays around 94%. Furthermore, the
performance when using the major PCs has significant improvement, where the accuracy
with 3 PCs increases around 12%, and the accuracy is stable with the number of PCs is
increased. The information of spatial morphology could compensate the spectral partition
information, where Figure 3.5 shows the total combination improves in all other conditions.
It has shown that the PC view, spectral partition views and morphological view could
provide different perspectives of observations or representations for the original data, and
the combination of multiple views indeed offer the advantage for clustering.
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The k-SSMLC clustering accuracy with varied standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel is shown in Figure 3.6. According to the result, clustering accuracy reaches the peak
value 98.1% as the standard deviation of Gaussian kernel is chosen as 0.5 for each view in
the multi-view dataset. As the standard deviation increases, clustering accuracy is slightly
reduced. It has a significant impact when the standard deviation is as low as 0.1, where the
accuracy is reduced to 96%. Therefore, the standard deviation of Gaussian kernel for the
following experiments is set as 0.5.
As shown in Figure 3.7, several clustering algorithms are compared with the
SSMLC and k-SSMLC, which include SSC, LRSSC, S4C. According to the results,
SSMLC provides the second best performance in clustering, which could yield the
accuracy as high as 94%. Furthermore, k-SSMLC has the best clustering accuracy, which
is around 99%. It is truly impressive for an unsupervised approach. On the other hand, the
classical SSC and LRSSC produce poor performance, which is below 50%. For S4C, it has
better performance than traditional SSC and LRSSC. However, it is inferior to the proposed
SSMLC for around 7%.
In the following experiment, University of Pavia dataset is investigated. The
parameters are chosen as   0.1 , 1  0.2 ,  2  0.2 . The clustering results of different
algorithms are shown in Figure 3.8. The results further demonstrate that the proposed kSSMLC generated the best performance in clustering, which is around 78.8%, and SSMLC
has the second best performance in lustering accuracy, which is around 78.4%.
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3.5.3

Experiments
In this section, the whole dataset of SaliansA and part of University of Pavia are

used to validate the proposed SSMLC and k-SSMLC algorithms. As mentioned before,
those datasets are divided into small blocks, and related parameters are tuned accordingly
in each block. The clustering algorithms compared with SSMLC and k-SSMLC include
the algorithms in toy experiments and MLRSSC with spectral partition only, MLRSSC
with PC only, and MLRSSC with morphology analysis components. The results of two
datasets are shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10.
The clustering results in SalinasA are shown in Figure 3.9, where the proposed kSSMLC and SSMLC methods have the best and second best accuracy, which is 91.6% and
88% respectively. The traditional LRSSC has the third best accuracy, which is 84.3%. It
shows that the combination of low-rank and sparsity constraints could improve the
clustering accuracy. The classical SSC accuracy is 81.9%. Spectral based MLRSSC (with
spectral partition views) and the MLRSSC with the PC view have mediocre performance,
which are 82.6% and 80.6% respectively. On the other hand, morphology analysis
component based MLRSSC produces the worst accuracy, which is 67.3%. It suggests that
there is not much spatial information inside the image. But they could be improved by
combination of spectral and spatial views as in SSMLC, where the improvement for
clustering accuracy is around 10%. According to those results, multi-view with spatialspectral information in kernel extension could guarantee a better performance in HSI
clustering.
Figure 3.10 shows the clustering experiment results of University of Pavia dataset,
where the k-SSMLC has the best performance, where the accuracy is 81.7%. On the other
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hand, the proposed SSMLC has the second best accuracy, which is 80.6%. Those results
show significant improvement, which is around 18% higher, when they are compared with
classical SSC and LRSSC. It is demonstrated that the SSMLC can offer better accuracy
when image condition is complex. Moreover, the k-SSMLC can further enhance the
performance.
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SSMLC and k-SSMLC algorithm for HSI
Input:
(1) A HSI dataset.
(2) Parameters: correlation coefficient threshold, number of PCs, lowrank, sparsity and consensus constrains.
Algorithm:
(1) Construct the spatial view with morphological component
analysis;
(2) Construct the spectral views with spectral partitioning;
(3) Construct the noise-free view with PCA;
(4) Apply the multi-view dataset to equation (3.14) or (3.16), and
solve with ADMM;
(5) Construct the similarity graph with equation (3.6);
(6) Apply spectral clustering to the similarity graph.
Output:
A matrix shows the labels of the clustering result of the HSI dataset.
Figure 3.1

SSMLC and k-SSMLC algorithm for HSI
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Figure 3.2

The image cube of SalinasA and the classes and labeled pixels in each
blocks
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Figure 3.3

The image cube of University of Pavia and classes and labeled pixels in
each blocks
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Figure 3.4

SSMLC clustering accuracy with different correlation coefficient threshold

Figure 3.5

The SSMLC clustering accuracy with varied views in the SalinasA
experiment
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Figure 3.6

k-SSMLC clustering accuracy with different standard deviation of
Gaussian kernel

Figure 3.7

The clustering accuracy with varied algorithms in SalinasA block
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Figure 3.8

Figure 3.9

The clustering accuracy with varied algorithms in University of Pavia
block

The clustering accuracy with varied algorithms in SalinasA dataset
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Figure 3.10

The clustering accuracy with varied algorithms in University of Pavia
dataset
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CHAPTER IV
KERNEL MULTI-VIEW BASED NONLINEAR ORTHOGONAL NON-NEGATIVE
MATRIX FACTORIZATION FOR HSI CLUSTERING
4.1

Introduction
In low-rank sparse subspace clustering, which is based on spectral clustering, the

computation complexity is (n 3 ) , where n stands for the number of samples [91]. In HSI,
most of datasets contains hundreds of thousands pixels, which means the regular computers
cannot afford this heavy computation. To deal with this problem, image separation, where
the whole image is separated into evenly blocks, is one solution as the method in Chapter
III. Another way is to use non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) based subspace
clustering [36, 92-94] with lower computational cost. In HSI, NMF is a popular method
for dimensional reduction [18] and spectral unmixing [19]. In this chapter, the kernel multiview based orthogonal graph regularized NMF (k-MOGNMF) is proposed for HSI
clustering, which imposes both orthogonal and graph constraints with kernel and multiview extension in NMF.
4.1.1

Non-negative Matrix Factorization
According to Lee’s group [29, 30], NMF algorithm utilizes parts-based

representations information, which could be parts of faces or semantic features of text,
instead of holistic-based algorithms, such as principal components analysis (PCA) and
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mn
vector quantization (VQ). Suppose a dataset with non-negative elements is X R  .

NMF decomposes it into two low-rank non-negative matrices as:

X  NM
where N  R nr and M R rm and

(4.1)

1  r  min( n, m) is

a pre-defined rank parameter. In

general, r is much lower than n and m. In this case, NM is a low-rank approximation of X.
The objective function of NMF is:

min X  NM

N , M 0

2
F

(4.2)

where the sum of squares of entry errors should be minimized.
The multiplicative update rules provides good performance to solve the objective
function (4.2), which balances the computation cost and implementation accuracy [30].
They are given as:

N X
T

Mij  Mij

4.1.2

N NM
T

XM 
T

ij

N μi  N μi

ij

μi
T
NMM μi





(4.3)

Orthogonal Non-negative Matrix Factorization
NMF with parts-based low-rank representation could be improved with extra

constraints that relate to local features, which has sparse representation. Orthogonal
constraint can achieve sparseness, which is incorporated into NMF for better performance
[36, 37, 95]. The resulting objective function is shown as:
min X  NM

N , M 0

2
F

s.t.

MM T  I

(4.4)

where MMT  I is the orthogonal constraint between basis vectors, and I is the identity
matrix. The multiplicative update rules become:
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N X
T

M ij  M ij

4.1.3

MN

T

ij

XM 
T

N μi  N μi



XM ij

μi
T
NMM μi





(4.5)

Graph Regularized Non-negative Matrix Factorization
Generally, NMF algorithms learns a parts-based representation in Euclidean space,

where the intrinsic geometrical and discriminating structure in data space is ignored. In
Cai’s work [38], the graph regularization is introduced into NMF, where the local
geometrical structure in data could be preserved. The objective function of GNMF is:

min X  NM

N ,M 0

2
F

 Tr(MLMT )

(4.6)

where L is the graph Laplacian and Tr(.) represents the trance of a matrix. The
multiplicative update rules for GNMF is:

M ij  M ij

X

T

MN



N  AM ij

T



N  DM ij

XM 
T

N μi  N μi

μi

NM M
T

(4.7)

μi

where  is trade-off parameter of graph regularization, A is the weight matrix of graph,
and D is the diagonal degree matrix.
4.1.4

Kernel Non-negative Matrix Factorization
The classical NMF algorithms utilizes a linear model, which ignores the nonlinear

features inside dataset. Generally, most of real world datasets contain nonlinear structure
features. In this case, extended NMF with kernel method could improve the performance
of traditional NMF. Xia’s group combines the kernel technology with NMF for face
recognition [96]. With a nonlinear mapping function, a dataset can be transformed into
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high dimensional space, where X  (X)  RDn , and the objective function (4.2) can be
rewritten as:

min (X)  NM

N ,M 0

2
F

(4.8)

Since the dimension of (X) is unknown, it is not practical to directly factorize
(X) . We define kernel matrix K  (X)T (X)  R nv . So equation (4.8) could be:

min K  ( X) T NM

N , M 0

2

(4.9)

F

Furthermore, N is restricted into a linear combination of transformed input data such that

N  (X)H , then equation (4.9) could be rewritten as:

min K  KHM

N , M 0

2
F

(4.10)

The multiplicative update rules for solving M and N are:
M ij  M ij

4.2

M

KN ij
T

T

N KN

KM 
T

Nμi  Nμi



ij

μi
T

KNMM 

(4.11)

μi

Kernel Orthogonal Graph Non-negative Matrix Factorization
In order to combine the advantages of kernel method and orthogonal constraint, the

k-OGNMF is proposed to deal with 2D image clustering problem [38], where both local
features and nonlinear features inside dataset could be extracted. In order to deal with graph
partition problem, the ratio-cut (Rcut) algorithm is proposed [97]. In Kpriva’s group kOGNMF has been applied for face recognition task [38], which has the following objective
function:

min (X)  (X)HM

N ,M 0

2
F

 Tr(MLMT ) ,
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s.t.

MMT  I

(4.12)

and the multiplicative update rule is:
M ij  M ij

N

H
T

T

K  2M  MA



ij



KNM  2MM M  MD ij
T

KM 
T

N jμ  N jμ

jμ
T

KNMM 

(4.13)

jμ

Here α is trade-off parameter, which balances the reconstruction error, β is trade-off
parameter of orthogonally regularization, and λ is trade-off parameter of graph
regularization. As mentioned in [98], the spectral clustering with Rcut could be treated as
graph affinity matrix problem in symmetric NMF with non-negative Laplacian embedding
(NLE). Thus, the k-OGNMF algorithm can be applied for HSI subspace clustering
problem.
4.3

Kernel Multi-view based Orthogonal Graph Non-negative Matrix
Factorization
In HSI dataset, spatial information could be treated as another view, which is varied

from original data source that force on spectral information. In this case, the multi-view
algorithm in Chapter III can be applied to k-OGNMF to utilize more information, which
should lead to better accuracy in HSI clustering task. Assumed there are t views in data
t
source, each data source Xt is decomposed into Mt and N . The objective function can be

written as [99]:
T

t

min
t


 ( X )  ( X ) H M
t

t

t

N , M , M 0
t 1
t 1,..., T

s.t.

t 2
F

t

 Q

 M

Mt  1
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T t

t

M

*

2
F



Tr (M LM  )
T

t

T t

t 1

(4.14)

t
where M* is the consensus matrix of M ,  is the weight parameter for each view, and

Qt is a diagonal matrix that is defined as:
N



Qt  Diag(

Mtn,1,

n 1

N



Mtn,2 

n 1

N

M

t
n, r )

(4.15)

n 1

where Diag(.) respects a diagonal matrix. The corresponding multiplicative update rule
is:
M ij  M ij

N

H
T

T

K  2M   t MA   t M *
t

KM     M
T

N jμ  N j



ij
t
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n,k M n,k
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(4.16)
M 2n,k

n 1

The proposed algorithm of k-MOGNMF is summarized in Figure 4.1.
4.4

Experiments and Parameters
In experiments, Indian Pines and University of Pavia datasets are applied to validate

the proposed k-MOGNMF algorithm to subspace clustering, where Indian Pines dataset is
introduced in Chapter II and University of Pavia dataset, is introduced in Chapter III. For
computation efficiency, Indian Pines dataset is evenly divided into 9 blocks and University
of Pavia is separated into 36 blocks. The image of Indian Pines and University of Pavia
cube blocks are shown in Figure 4.2. All the blocks of Indian Pines and top-left 4×4 blocks
in University of Pavia will be applied for the following experiments.
In this Chapter, there are two views of HSI are applied to k-MOGNMF, which are
original dataset and morphological analysis component (MAC) dataset that are used in
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Chapter III. The Gaussian standard deviation δ is set between (0.1, 1), trade-off parameter
of reconstruction error α is chosen between (1, 10), and trade-off parameter of orthogonally
regularization β is tuned between (10, 100). The view weight η is set to be (0.5, 0.01),
which corresponds to the original view and MAC view of dataset.
The sparse subspace clustering (SSC), low-rank sparse subspace clustering
(LRSSC), NMF, ONMF and kernel spatial-spectral based multi-view low-rank sparse
subspace clustering (k-SSMLC) are compared with the proposed k-MOGNMF.
4.5

Experiments Results and Analysis
In this section, the top-left block of Indian Pines dataset is applied at first, where

there is 1449 labelled samples with 9 classes. The k-MOGNMF clustering accuracy with
varied Gaussian standard deviation shows that there is no change in range [0.1, 2], which
is stable in 58.46%. It means that δ has no impaction on clustering result in HSI dataset. In
this case, the following experiments set Gaussian standard deviation as 1.
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of trade-off parameters α and β, where varied value of
α and β are applied to k-MOGNMF. As δ for kernel is set, clustering accuracy has the best
performance when   1 and   90 . On the other hand, the worst accuracy different from
the best one around 14%. It shows that the trade-off parameters play significant role in kMOGNMF algorithm. In this case, the parameters are chosen as   1 and   90 for this
Indian Pines block dataset, and all other blocks should has their own best trade-off
parameter set.
The comparison of NMF, ONMF, MONMF, GNMF, MGNMF, OGNMF,
MOGNMF, k-OGNMF and k-MOGNMF are indicated in Figure 4.4. Overall, the proposed
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k-MOGNMF has the best clustering accuracy, which is 70.75%. There is around 10%
improvement with orthogonal regularization, 3% increasing with graph regularization, and
13% improvement with both orthogonal and graph regularization. Generally, the
application of multi-view algorithm has no significant improvement, when it is applied
directly to ONMF, GNMF. On the other hand, when multi-view algorithm is extended in
OGNMF, there is notable improvement, which is 2.4%. Furthermore, kernel version of
OGNMF could slightly increase performance, which around 0.7%. On the other hand,
when multi-view algorithm is extended to kernel version of OGNMF, there is significant
increase in clustering accuracy, and the improvement is around 7%. Compared to the
traditional NMF, k-MOGNMF could push up the accuracy around 20% in Indian Pines
dataset.
The varied NMF-based algorithms accuracy in University of Pavia is shown in
Figure 4.5, where k-MOGNMF has the best performance, which is 83.9%. Compared with
OGNMF, the combination of kernel version and multi-view algorithm provide 3%
improvement. Generally, there is also no significant change with multi-view algorithm in
GNMF and ONMF. In University of Pavia dataset, orthogonal constraint has better
performance than graph constraint, where ONMF is 7% higher than GNMF.
Figure 4.6 shows the clustering results of SSC, NMF, k-OGNMF, k-SSMLC, and
proposed k-MOGNMF in University of Pavia dataset. It has that the proposed k-MOGNMF
yields the best performance in clustering, which is around 83.9% in University of Pavia
data. Even the traditional NMF has better performance than the traditional SSC, where
NMF has 8% higher accuracy than SSC. When both of them are extended into kernel
version with multi-view algorithms (i.e., k-SSMLC and k-MOGNMF), the k-MOGNMF
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keeps the better performance, which is 2.5% higher than k-SSMLC. Furthermore, those
results in University of Pavia proves the improvement with kernel and multi-view
algorithms, and there are respectively 21% and 16% improvement in SSC and NMF.
Table 4.1 lists the computation time of each algorithm in University of Pavia (topleft block), which shows significant difference between the computational times of SSC
based methods and NMF based methods. The NMF based k-MOGNMF is around 10 times
faster than SSC based k-SSMLC. Although SSMLC has comparable clustering accuracy
as OGNMF, its computing cost is 20 times higher.
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Table 4.1

Computation time for varied clustering algorithms in University of Pavia
Block
Computation time( in sec)
99.90
SSMLC
583.16
k-SSMLC
4.61
OGNMF
8.43
MOGNMF
17.78
k-OGNMF
35.51
k-MOGNMF
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k-MOGNMF algorithm for HSI
Input:
A HSI dataset X.
Parameters: number of clusters k, Gaussian stander deviation δ,
reconstruction error trade-off α and orthogonally regularization
trade-off β, weight of each view η.
Algorithm:
(1) Reshape X from 3D to 2D;
(2) Create Gram matrix K with X and δ;
(3) Initial non-negative matrices M and N;
(4) While stopping criterion is not reached, update M and N;
M ij  M ij

N

H

T

T

K  2M   t MA   t M *



ij
t

KNM  2MM M   MD   M
T

KM     M
T

N jμ  N j

t

t

j

N



ij

*
n,k M n,k

n 1

KNMM     M
T

j

t

N

2
n, k

n 1

(5) Clustering matrix M could be applied to find class belonging.
Output:
A matrix shows the labels of the clustering result of the HSI
dataset.
Figure 4.1

The k-MOGNMF algorithm for HSI
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3

The block segmentation of Indian Pines (a) and University of Pavia (b)
dataset

The clustering accuracy change with trade-off parameter α and β
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Figure 4.4

Figure 4.5

Clustering accuracy in varied algorithms with Indian Pines dataset

Clustering accuracy with varied algorithms in University of Pavia dataset
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Figure 4.6

Compare the clustering accuracy between SSC-based and NMF-based
algorithms in University of Pavia
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusions
In this dissertation, several HSI enhancement and clustering algorithms are

developed. They are demonstrated to have improved performance in different kinds of HSI
datasets including the most popular data sources.
The tensor based low-rank and sparse decomposition for HSI enhancement is
developed in Chapter II, which introduces the tensor data format to low-rank and sparse
decomposition algorithm. According to the experiments, using the tensor format in HSI
processing has significantly improvement the HSI classification and detection. In Chapter
III, the multi-view learning algorithm, which is popular in computer version, has been
introduced into low-rank sparse subspace clustering. In this method, the spatial and spectral
features of HSI have been extracted as various views. Then, these views are applied to lowrank sparse subspace clustering of HSI, which achieved better performance. The
experiments showed that the kernelized SSMLC yields the best clustering accuracy. In
Chapter IV, kernel multi-view based orthogonal graph non-negative matrix factorization
based subspace clustering is proposed, which combines graph and orthogonal constraint
with multi-view and kernel extension. It includes both local and global features inside HSI
dataset, and the experiments show that this proposed k-MOGNMF has better clustering
performance than GNMF, ONMF, and OGNMF.
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Such advanced techniques offer new alternatives in HSI data analysis, due to their
superior performance over the state-of-the-arts.
5.2

Future Work
According to the performance in Chapter II, tensor is a better data format than

matrix in HSI analysis. It could be extended to other popular matrix-based HSI processing
algorithms in the future work. The multi-view based algorithms in Chapter III and Chapter
IV could be improved with adding new feature views.
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